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Some Basic
Differences
Between
Balanced Literacy
and
Structured
Literacy.

Balanced Literacy:

Structured Literacy:

• With lots and lots of
practice reading,
they will pick it up

•

Phonemic awareness is
key to word recognition

•

Teaching spelling
patterns in a systematic
& explicit way

•

Teaching from simple
(cvc words) to complex

•

Applying exactly what is
(or has been) taught to
reading

• “3 cueing system”
used as a word
recognition strategy
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Scarborough’s Reading Rope (2001)

The Reading Rope. Scarborough (2001). Source:
https://www.researchgate.net/figure/The-Reading-RopeScarborough-2001_fig2_282550319 CC BY-NC-ND
3 3.0

https://dyslexiaida.org/what-is-structured-literacy/

https://dyslexiaida.org/what-is-structured-literacy/

It boils down to
Orthographic Mapping

We want to make ALL words SIGHT WORDS so that we
can read words quickly and accurately. Sight words must
go through the process of orthographic mapping to be
stored in the brain efficiently.

Part 1

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZKaY7IRj4xU
M in u te 8:25-11:25
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It boils down to Orthographic Mapping:
And being able to read words quickly and effortlessly

• This is the PROCESS of how we STORE written words.
• This is not something we do - this is about how words get stored.
• There are things we can do to help make this process more efficient.
• Reading is not a visual process.
• We INPUT print visually, but it is how print is STORED in memory
that causes challenges (or not).
• Orthographic mapping is RECALLING not only the letters and sounds,
but the ORDER or SEQUENCE of the letters.
• The brain does not send information about the visual letter – it sends
messages about the sequence of letters.
2020-10-24
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Spelling Pattern:
Consonants

The Purple
Page –

one example of
a Scope &
Sequence
(a structure to what
patterns we teach)

Short Vowels
(& cvc words)
Digraphs:
Short Vowels with
Beginning Clusters (ccvc)
*clusters are letters that
frequently go together

Short Vowels with
Ending clusters (cvcc)

1) Closed Syllables
2) Open Syllables
Spelling Rule #1
“floss rule”
Spelling Rule #2
“-ck”
Compound Words
ing, ang, ong, ung
ink, ank, onk, unk
Closed/Closed
(Rabbit Words)
Syllable Division
Spelling Rule #3
“tch”
3) Silent e Syllables
(magic e)
Open/Closed
Syllable Division
ce, ci, cy
ge, gi, gy
Spelling Rule #3
“dge”
Closed/Silent e
Syllable Division
…s suffix
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The Purple Page Tips
www.soundreaders.com

Date
Taught:

The alphabet (alphabetical order)
-introduce tracing/printing with
Tall Sticks, Arounders, Shortsticks, and Sliders
cvc = consonant-vowel-consonant
*one vowel at a time, with lots of repetition if necessary
*stick to t, p, d, g, b, n, m, for consonants at the end
sh, th, ch (then later, wh, qu, ph, kn, wr)
*These can be introduced one at a time in between other patterns
st, sp, sm, sn, sw, sk,
br, cr, dr, fr, gr, pr, tr,
sl, bl, fl, cl, gl, pl
…st, …sp, …mp, …nd, …nch, …ct, …ft,…nt, …pt, …ld, …lf, …lk, …lp, …lt
*may teach these later, in between other patterns
There are 6 kinds of syllables – or chunks - in words.
Closed: “Point to the vowel (in a cvc word). Is there a letter beside
it? Then this is a closed syllable. Close your fingers. Are they long or
short? Short? The vowel in a closed syllable makes its short sound.
Open: “Point to the vowel (in a cvc word). Is there a letter beside it?
No? Then this is an open syllable. Open your hand. Are your fingers
long or short? Long? The vowel in open syllables makes long sound.
“What is the floss rule”?”
If a short word (syllable) with a short vowel (push hands together
twice while saying this) ends in f, l, s, or z, we double it.
“When do we use “ck”?”
At the end of a short word right after a short vowel
(push hands together twice while saying this).
The short vowels are afraid of the kicking “k”
Start with closed-closed compound words like:
sunset, lipstick, upset, bathtub, pigpen, catnip, suntan, catfish
It is important to talk about how to make the -ng/-nk sounds in the
mouth - and compare this to making just the /n/ sound.
These are “rabbit” words. Use letters and tiles to introduce syllable
division. (e.g., place “rabbit” on a magnetic board with letters. Place
pointer fingers under each vowel. Push the vowels apart. Then push
the leftover consonants (the two b’s) out to the sides (one to each
side). Now you have 2 closed syllables and can read the word!
“When do we use “tch”?”
At the end of a short word right after a short vowel (push hands
together twice while saying this). The short vowels are afraid of the
loud “ch” sound and need a “t” to protect them!
The “e” at the end (of a word or syllable)
makes the vowel before it say its name (e.g., bake)
Create lists of real & nonsense silent e words to read
(e.g., bake, take, pike, and roke, buke, pime)
These are called “robot” words. Divide as above with closed/closed,
but since there is only one letter left after pushing out the vowels,
the leftover letter (the “b”) goes to the right (default – as a first try)
- the first syllable is open (“ro”), the other is closed (“bot”).
Soft c: “c before e, c before i, and c before y all says /s/”
Soft g: “g before e, g before i, and g before y all says /j/”
“When do we use “dge”?”
At the end of a short word right after a short vowel
(push hands together twice while saying this).
The short vowels need a “defender d” to protect them!
These are called “reptile” words. The first syllable is closed; the
second syllable is a silent e syllable.
When we add “s, ed, and ing” onto a word, it changes the
meaning. With “s”, we call that a “plural” and it means “more than
one”. Have students roll their arms or do an action to remember.
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Follow a Scope & Sequence – there are many!
• Find THE PURPLE PAGE
• Go to:
LetsGetReadingRight.com
• Click on “Resources”
• Scroll down to Sound
Readers’ Crazy Cards
• Click on the words:

• “The Purple Page"

Blending and Segmenting cvc words (short vowels)

*cvc
ccvc
cvcc

Beginning late
kindergarten –
but mostly
early grade one

Grade 1 –
challenging,
but gives
students LOTS
of practice
blending words
with short
vowels

Card Flipping –
Learning How to Blend

Which letters cannot go
at the end?

Bookwidgets
(randomness

Games for
reading cvc
words
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Switch it
• A quick and easy
way to learn to
connect sounds to
letters, and blend
cvc words

https://www.google.com/search?q=switch+it+game+phonics&client=firefox-bd&sxsrf=ALeKk00pH9G3wVQkInfz6ZdG8YufUnwPUw:1603377881718&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=2ahUK
EwiY_NGIuMjsAhVIOs0KHRxBA_gQ_AUoAXoECAUQAw&biw=906&bih=621#imgrc=QUEaUNrwxtxGPM

Sound Readers.CA
to order in Canada
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Go to SoundReaders.COM for
a FREE Starter Set of Crazy
Cards! (to print, cut, & play)

Watch Emily Moorehead: Phonological
awareness in Kindergarten: PART 1, 2, 3

Ontario Branch International
Dyslexia Assn. Retrieved from
https://www.youtube.com/wat
ch?v=7ZrA8ak0Inw

Dyslexia

Dyslexia is a neurological condition caused by a
different wiring of the brain. There is no cure for
dyslexia and individuals with this condition must learn
coping strategies. Research indicates that dyslexia has
no relationship to intelligence.
Having a child diagnosed with dyslexia can be an
upsetting experience. While dyslexia can make reading
more difficult, with the right instruction, almost all
individuals with dyslexia can learn to read. Many people
with dyslexia have gone on to accomplish great things.

2020-10-24

The International Dyslexia Association
www.eida.org

In public school settings where many teachers are not
knowledgeable about this condition, students with
dyslexia may be considered stupid or lazy. Parents who
have children diagnosed with dyslexia should seek out
reading instruction that is based upon a systematic and
explicit understanding of language structure, including
phonics. This reading instruction goes by many names,
Structured Literacy, Orton- Gillingham, Simultaneous
Multisensory, Explicit Phonics, and others.
(from IDA’s fact sheet Effective Reading Instruction).
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Boys Town National Research Hospital (2020). What is Developmental Language Disorder? [digital image].
DLD and Me website. Retrieved from https://dldandme.org/#what-is-dld
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Phonemic Awareness:
Manipulating Sounds

https://www.thepasttest.com/
DOWNLOAD the PAST TEST and it will
explain all of the LEVELS of PA
This book contains LOADS of oneminute drills: WELL WORTH the
INVESTMENT! ($50US)

https://equippedforreadingsuccess.com/
©2020 Sound Readers
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https://keystoliteracy.com/blog/the-role-of-orthographic-mapping-in-learning-to-read/
Keys to Literacy
2020-10-24
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